ECON508

1. What did you like most about this instructor and course?
   - The professor provided a lot of news to us.
   - Enthusiasm and knowledge
   - He clearly related today’s economic issues to the course work. I really enjoyed the Wall Street journal article discussions.
   - That he is fair and gives feedback.

2. What did you dislike most about this instructor and course?
   - Reading materials are a kind of burdens.
   - Project expectations were highly excessive for 3 credits (+coursework)
   - I disliked the graphs and abstract math portion of the course.
   - There is too much math on the tests and not enough essays to explain course content.

3. What constructive suggestions do you have for this instructor or course?
   - More credit hours for 580
   - Focus/ balance on the essay and policy for 508

ECON580

1. What did you like most about this instructor and course?
   - He is always available to help. The course is difficult but he was patient in making sure we understand the material.

2. What did you dislike most about this instructor and course?
   - I think everything was as I expected, so no dislikes on my part

3. What constructive suggestions do you have for this instructor or course?
   - Spend more time on the actual examples similar to the exam problems rather than the theory